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Service-Oriented Modeling (SOA): Service Analysis, Design, and ArchitectureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Answers to your most pressing SOA development questions
How do we start with service modeling? How do we analyze services for better reusability? Who should be involved? How do we create the best architecture model for our organization? This must-read for all enterprise leaders gives you all the answers and tools needed to develop a sound...
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Algebraic Theory of Automata Networks (SIAM Monographs on Discrete Mathematics and Applications, 11)SIAM, 2004
This self-contained monograph covers the foundations of what is currently known about automata networks, giving the reader sufficient theoretical background to be at the forefront of research in many related areas. Alexandra Kireeva, Mathematical Reviews     

       Algebraic Theory of Automata Networks investigates automata networks as...
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The Lanczos and Conjugate Gradient Algorithms: From Theory to Finite Precision ComputationsSIAM, 2006
"No present book comes near this one in the range and depth of treatment of these two extremely important methods—the Lanczos algorithm and the method of conjugate gradients."   Chris Paige, School of Computer Science, McGill University.     The Lanczos and conjugate gradient (CG) algorithms are fascinating numerical...
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Advanced CalculusMcGraw-Hill, 1978
New publisher! Corrected version! Demonstrating analytical and numerical techniques for attacking problems in the application of mathematics, this well-organized, clearly written text presents the logical relationship and fundamental notations of analysis. Buck discusses analysis not solely as a tool, but as a subject in its own right. This...
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Image Acquisition and Processing with LabVIEW (Image Processing Series)CRC Press, 2003

	Image Acquisition and Processing with LabVIEW fills a hole in the LabVIEW technical publication range. It is intended for competent LabVIEW programmers, as a general training manual for those new to National Instruments (NI) Vision application development and a reference for more-experienced vision programmers. It is assumed that readers have...
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Non-Radioactive Labelling: A Practical Introduction (Biological Techniques Series)Academic Press, 1997
Biological Techniques is a series of volumes aimed at introducing to a wide audience the latest advances in methodology. The pitfalls and problems of new techniques are given due consideration, as are those small but vital details not always explicit in the methods sections of journal papers.

In recent years, most...
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Infinitesimal Differences: Controversies between Leibniz and his ContemporariesWalter de Gruyter, 2008
The essays offer a unified and comprehensive view of 17th century mathematical and metaphysical disputes overÂ status of infinitesimals, particularly the question whether they were real or mere fictions. Leibnizs development of the calculus and his understanding of its metaphysical foundation are taken as both a point of departure and a...
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The History of Approximation Theory: From Euler to BernsteinBirkhauser, 2005
The problem of approximating a given quantity is one of the oldest challenges faced by mathematicians. Its increasing importance in contemporary mathematics has created an entirely new area known as Approximation Theory. The modern theory was initially developed along two divergent schools of thought: the Eastern or Russian group, employing...
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Mastering OpenLDAP: Configuring, Securing and Integrating Directory ServicesPackt Publishing, 2007
This book is the ideal introduction to using OpenLDAP for Application Developers and will also benefit System Administrators running OpenLDAP. It prepares the reader to build a directory using OpenLDAP, and then employ this directory in the context of the network, taking a practical approach that emphasizes how to get things done. On occasion, it...
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Principles of Partial Differential Equations (Problem Books in Mathematics)Springer, 2009
This concise book covers the classical tools of PDE theory used in today's science and engineering: characteristics, the wave propagation, the Fourier method, distributions, Sobolev spaces, fundamental solutions, and Green's functions. The approach is problem-oriented, giving the reader an opportunity to master solution techniques. The...
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Up and Running with AutoCAD 2011: 2D Drawing and ModelingAcademic Press, 2010

	Get "Up and Running" with AutoCAD using Gindis' combination of step-by-step instruction, examples, and insightful explanations. The emphasis from the beginning is on core concepts and practical application of AutoCAD in Architecture, Engineering and Design. Equally useful in instructor-led classroom training or self-study, the...
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Photoshop 7 and Illustrator 10: Create Great Advanced GraphicsFriends of Ed, 2003

	This book will show you how to combine the power of Photoshop 7 and Illustrator 10 to take your creative and production skills to new heights. Find out the best way to use them in tandem, with a seamless workflow, for stunning results in your print and web output. The book looks at how the programs work together to help you create great...
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